Effect of relative humidity on the gas transport properties of zeolite A/PTMSP mixed matrix membranes
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Increasing the knowledge of the influence of water vapor in new mixed matrix membranes (MMMs) could favor the integration of novel membrane materials in the recovery of CO₂ from wet industrial streams. In this work, the water vapor effect on the N₂, CH₄ and CO₂ permeability through MMMs comprised of 20 wt% hydrophilic zeolite 4Å in hydrophobic PTMSP polymer were investigated in the relative humidity range 0–75%. While in the pure PTMSP membranes, the permeability of all gases decreases with water vapor activity, with almost unchanged CO₂/N₂ and CO₂/CH₄ selectivities, in zeolite A/PTMSP MMMs, the CO₂ permeability increases with increasing water content in the system up to 50% R.H., resulting in an increase in CO₂/N₂ and CO₂/CH₄ selectivities with respect to pure PTMSP. Gas sorption was studied so that the effect the residual humidity in the zeolite 4Å has on the sorption of the different gases helped explaining the permeability observations. The sorption and humid permeation behavior were evaluated by a simple model equation based on the NELF theory, taking into account the multicomponent gas sorption and diffusion in the presence of humidity, as well as the counteracting effects of the hydrophobic PTMSP and hydrophilic zeolite A in a very accurate way.

1. Introduction

Carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuel combustion are a major contributor to climate change and global warming. One way to reduce CO₂ emissions to the atmosphere is carbon capture, utilization and storage (CCUS). Nowadays, post-combustion CO₂ capture is the strategy that can be implemented with the lowest technical risk and thus has the greatest near-term potential in the CO₂ capture.

Among novel concepts for post-combustion capture, membrane separation is emerging as a promising technology to solve the drawbacks of conventional chemical absorption. Compared to the traditional technologies, membrane gas separation shows better prospects for industrial application due to its module compactness and modularity, operation simplicity and reliability, cost efficiency, energy saving, and environmental impact.

Polymeric membranes show the highest maturity among the existing membrane materials for CO₂ separation, although relatively few polymeric membranes have been commercialized for gas separation, compared to the number of polymeric materials commercially available. This is attributed to various reasons such as the lack of performance on productivity and separation selectivity, as polymeric membranes normally present a trade-off between selectivity and permeability, as well as module fabrication and lack of information regarding the performance in the presence of impurities in the CO₂ streams, such as water vapour.

Mixed matrix membranes (MMMs) constitute one of the ways of enhancing the performance of polymeric membranes. MMM combine the molecular sieving effect of inorganic fillers with the good processability of polymers achieving new materials with synergistic functional properties. Material selection for both polymeric matrices and sieve phases is a key aspect in the synthesis of MMMs. As the performance of the MMM is limited by the polymer performance, a highly performing polymer should be used as continuous matrix. In this work, poly(1-trimethylsilyl-1-propyne) (PTMSP), a polymer with one of the highest gas permeabilities, was chosen. PTMSP is a glassy polymer with extremely high fractional free volume (0.29), whose glassy structure leads to a low chain mobility and a glass transition temperature higher than 523 K, making it a good material for high temperature gas separations. However, its large gas permeability is coupled with low ideal selectivity and...
a tendency to undergo physical ageing, which limits the applicability of PTMSP as pure membrane material. We have overcome these drawbacks by adding small-pore zeolites with low Si/Al ratio to the hydrophobic PTMSP polymer, and both components showed good compatibility so that no defects were found in the interphase between the polymer and the filler.

The effect of minor compounds frequently present in industrial separations can affect significantly the polymer membrane behaviour. In particular, the influence of water vapour on membrane permeability and selectivity is stronger than that of other minor components regarding competitive sorption, plasticization and ageing. Besides, this influence depends on the hydrophilic or hydrophobic character of the membrane material or the affinity of water with the different gases. In spite of the amount of works on high free volume glassy membranes, to the best of our knowledge, only a few have dealt with the water effect on the gas permeability through such polymer membranes as PTMSP, PIM-1 and thermally rearranged (TR) materials. In all such membranes, the presence of humidity reduced the gas permeability affecting to a lesser extent the selectivity. Therefore, there is still limited information on the effect of water vapour in these high free volume polymer membranes and even less in MMMs.

In this work, we studied the water vapour effect on N₂, CH₄ and CO₂ gas sorption and permeation through the 20 wt% zeolite A/PTMSP MMM developed in our laboratory in the range 0–75% relative humidity (R.H.). This MMM is comprised of a hydrophilic porous filler in a hydrophobic high free volume matrix. The performance of the MMM has been compared to that of pure PTMSP membranes. These experimental results have been described by a simple but effective model that describes the permeation process under humid conditions in the framework of the solution-diffusion mechanism. In particular, the free volume theory was considered to account for the gas diffusivity while the solubility, taking into account the multicomponent competitive sorption of gas and water in the membrane, was modelled by the NELF model. For this purpose, the N₂, CH₄ and CO₂ sorption curves of this MMM have been also experimentally obtained by means of the pressure-decay technique to be introduced in the model applied in this work.

2. Results and discussion

In Fig. 1, the N₂, CH₄ and CO₂ permeabilities obtained at 35 °C and 1 bar of upstream pressure, in the range of 0–75% R.H. are plotted as a function of water vapour activity. The dry gas permeability of pure PTMSP membranes agrees with the range reported for other PTMSP membranes in literature.

Interestingly, the addition of zeolite A to PTMSP in the MMM caused a decrease of permeability in the order of magnitude of 50% for N₂ and CH₄, and to a lesser extent for CO₂. This has been previously attributed to the MMM dual-layer morphology, as already reported in a previous work. This MMM is comprised of two layers, one almost pure PTMSP layer at the top, and a zeolite layer at the bottom where the PTMSP acts as binder and the zeolite particles partly occupy the free volume of the final MMM. This contributes to the rigidification and densification of the membrane matrix, by reducing further the flexibility of the polymer chains and somewhat inhibiting the gas diffusion. In that work, we observed that the CO₂ permeability decreased with increasing temperature up to a maximum zeolite loading that depended on the composition of the zeolite particles, thus revealing the molecular sieving effect of the zeolite A in the PTMSP matrix.

Regarding the water effect, the gas permeability through PTMSP membranes generally decreased with increasing water activity for all gases investigated, in agreement with other polyimide membranes made of PIM-1 or Matrimid, due to the reduction in diffusivity when water molecules occupy part of the free volume of the polymer. The gas permeability through the zeolite A/PTMSP MMM also decreased for N₂ and CH₄ with increasing water activity, while the CO₂ permeability showed a slight increase to about 50% RH, followed by a slight decrease. At average relative humidity, the CO₂ permeability of the MMM is similar to the value measured in pure PTMSP membranes. The behaviour of the humid gas permeability in zeolite A/PTMSP MMM can be correlated qualitatively with the gas sorption in the pure zeolite A particles, at two different hydration levels. It is well known that zeolite A is extremely hydrophilic, so that it contains some water adsorbed from the environment, at ambient conditions. Such water can be removed by treating the system at high temperatures. The exact quantification of the amount of water adsorbed by the zeolite as a function of relative humidity and temperature was beyond the scope of the present paper, although we checked by thermal gravimetric analysis (shown in Fig. S1 of the ESI†), the water content in the undried and dried zeolite, obtaining a 12.6% and 5.7% content of water in the undried, “as received”, and dried at 105 °C zeolite, respectively, to account for the effect of the residual water content in the zeolite sample on the sorption of the different gases with different contents of humidity (Fig. S2 of the ESI†). Since the residual water content in the MMM is in the range 0.5 to 3.1 wt%, with increasing zeolite A loading, which accounts for the dispersion of the hydrophilic zeolite in the hydrophobic polymer matrix,
these data can help interpreting the humid permeability results.

On one hand, from Fig. S2a, it seems that the CO₂ adsorption in the zeolite is not inhibited by the presence of water, possibly due to the higher affinity of CO₂ for water molecules. On the other hand, we can see in Fig. S2b and S2c that the uptake of CH₄ and N₂ in the dried zeolite sample is much higher than that measured on the undried one, which contains water molecules adsorbed from the atmosphere. This means that the water present in zeolite A does inhibit the sorption of gases like CH₄ and N₂ due to competitive effects. This behaviour is consistent with that observed in the humid permeability of the zeolite A/PTMSP MMM, where the relative humidity was detrimental for the permeation of N₂ and CH₄, but not for the transport of CO₂ molecules. Besides, the shape of the isotherms is similar to those obtained for the zeolite A at the same conditions of this work, i.e. low pressures, by Palomino et al. The effect of water on permeability is clarified using the normalized gas permeability, defined as the ratio between the permeability at a given R.H. and the dry gas permeability, and plotted on Fig. 2. Indeed, the normalised gas permeability of pure PTMSP membranes shows a similar decrease for all three gases with increasing water activity, being somewhat stronger for CO₂. In particular, the CO₂ permeability through the PTMSP membranes is decreased by 40% from the dry value at a water activity of 0.75, whereas the permeability of N₂ and CH₄ is only reduced by 20%. The data agree with the reduction of N₂ permeability reported by Scholes et al. in mixed gas separation experiments and water activity below 0.40. The reduction in CO₂ permeability reported by those authors was lower than 12%, thus smaller than the reduction observed here.

The large decrease of the CO₂ permeability through the PTMSP membrane is related to a combination of competitive sorption between N₂ and CH₄ with water in the micro cavities, water clustering and pore blockage, which reduce diffusivity and CO₂ solubility, thus compensating the effect of CO₂ dissolution in water and the expected increase in CO₂ permeation through the membrane. The permeability reduction with increasing water activity will be evaluated in the next section when discussing the modelling.
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Table 1  Sanchez Lacombe EoS characteristic parameters for PTMSP and gas and vapor molecules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>T* (K)</th>
<th>p* (MPa)</th>
<th>ρ* (g cm⁻³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PTMSP</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>1.250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO₂</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>1.515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N₂</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>0.943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH₄</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>1.050</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

experimentally for the PTMSP membranes, which agree with previously reported literature, as shown in Fig. 4, using the characteristic parameters of Table 1.

The k_ij, gas–polymer interaction parameter and k_sw, swelling parameter calculated for PTMSP are reported in Table 2. Such parameters were adjusted with the pure gas solubility isotherms in pristine PTMSP membranes, as represented in Fig. S3 in the ESL. For all gases, k_ij is slightly positive, in agreement with the values reported for other glassy polymers as PIM-1 and HAB-6FDA polyimides. For water vapour sorption, the binary parameters reported in Table 2 were adjusted using the isotherm reported by Scholes et al.

In addition, the model has been modified to take into account the gas sorption into MMMs. The mass of penetrant adsorbed in the MMM per unit mass of total solid, Q_M, is evaluated from the mass adsorbed on the pure filler per unit mass of filler, Q_f, and that adsorbed in the polymeric phase of the MMM per unit mass of polymer, Q_P,MM:

\[ Q_M = w_f \times Q_f + (1 - w_f) \times Q_{P,MM} \]  

For “ideal” MMMs, the sorption capacities of the polymer and the filler in the composite material are considered equal to the pure component values so a simple additive rule is used to determine the sorption capacity of the composite. However, mixed matrices of high free volume glassy polymers, such as PTMSP, may not show this additive behaviour because of how the inorganic rigid phase affects the volumetric space of the polymer. In a first approximation, however, we can assume that the adsorption capacity of the filler remains the same as in pure state:

\[ Q_f = Q_{f,0} \]  

Eqn (2) becomes:

\[ Q_M = w_f Q_{f,0} + (1 - w_f) \times Q_{P,MM} \]  

where, in general, polymer properties in the mixed matrix are different from the corresponding pure component values:

\[ Q_{P,MM} \neq Q_{P,0}, \rho_{P,MM} \neq \rho_{P,0} \text { and FFV}_{P,MM} \neq \text{FFV}_{P,0} \]

By applying the NELF model, the value of Q_P,MM is univocally related to the MM polymer density \( \rho_{P,MM} \):

\[ Q_{P,MM}^{\text{NELF}} = f(T, \rho, \rho_{P,MM}) \]
Eqn (4) was used to estimate the density of the polymer phase in the MMM, \( \rho_{P,\text{MM}} \). This density value can be associated to the fractional free volume value in the MMM, FFV_{P,\text{MM}} by

\[
\text{FFV}_{P,\text{MM}} = \frac{\rho_{P,\text{MM}} - \rho_{P,\text{MM}}}{\rho_{P,\text{MM}}} \tag{5}
\]

Thus, the sorption isotherm in the polymeric phase of the MMM, \( \Omega_{P,\text{MM}} \), was adjusted by NELF model and eqn (4), looking at the MMM, pure zeolite and PTMSP membrane sorption data, and allowing \( \rho_{P,\text{MM}} \) and \( k_{sw} \) to iterate, while keeping \( k_{ij} \) equal to the value obtained for pure PTMSP (Table 2). The sorption isotherms thus obtained are represented in Fig. 4 for CO\(_2\), CH\(_4\), and N\(_2\), respectively. Here, it is observed that the polymer phase in the MMM adsorbs less gas than in the pure state. This is attributed to the fact that the polymeric matrix is constrained by the presence of the zeolite.

Table 2  Binary gas–PTMSP interaction and swelling parameters for the NELF model for the PTMSP sorption isotherms in Fig. S3 in ESI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>PTMSP</th>
<th>k_{sw} (MPa^{-1})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO(_2)</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH(_4)</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N(_2)</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H(_2)O</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4  Sorption isotherms in the pure zeolite, pure PTMSP, zeolite A/PTMSP MMM and the PTMSP phase in the MMM. The solid line represents the adjustment with the NELF model.

2.1.2. Modelling of the humid gas permeability. The effect of water activity, \( a \), in the membrane on the gas permeability can thus account for the effects on gas solubility, due to competitive sorption, and gas diffusivity, due to the free volume reduction, on the permeability, according to the solution-diffusion mechanism,\(^{68}\) as

\[
P(a) = D(a)S(a) = A \exp\left(\frac{-B}{\text{FFV}(a)}\right)S(a) \tag{6}
\]

where \( A \) and \( B \) are the parameters that correlate the model with the membrane material properties, for each penetrant gas.\(^{43,54}\)
Table 3 Parameters considered for the diffusivity and diffusivity + solubility based modelled permeability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \bar{V}_{\text{eqw}} ) (PTMSP)</td>
<td>0.728</td>
<td>cm(^3) g(^{-1})</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho ) (PTMSP)</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>g cm(^{-3})</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho ) (zeolite A)</td>
<td>0.720</td>
<td>g cm(^{-3})</td>
<td>Commercial data from Sigma-Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho ) (PTMSP phase in the MMM)</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>g cm(^{-3})</td>
<td>For the diffusivity + solubility model. From the NELF model in Section 2.1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho ) (zeolite A/PTMSP)</td>
<td>0.744</td>
<td>g cm(^{-3})</td>
<td>For the diffusivity model. Calculated by the additive rule, for the 20 wt% zeolite A/PTMSP MMM, from the ( \rho ) (PTMSP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho ) (zeolite A/PTMSP)</td>
<td>0.846</td>
<td>g cm(^{-3})</td>
<td>For the diffusivity + solubility model. Calculated by the additive rule, with the ( \rho ) (PTMSP phase in the MMM) for the 20 wt% zeolite A/PTMSP MMM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \bar{V}_{\text{dw}} ) (H(_2)O)</td>
<td>0.602</td>
<td>cm(^3) g(^{-1})</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since for rigid glassy polymers the diffusivity is known to dominate the transport of small substances,\(^{55}\) in this work, two approaches have been undertaken to model the influence of water activity on permeability. The first one considers that the predominant effect of water in the membrane matrix is due to the kinetic part of permeability in eqn (6), that is, the diffusivity. The humid gas permeability is thus expressed in terms of the humid fractional free volume, FFV, as function of the water activity \( a \), with two adjustable parameters that depend on the gas penetrant,\(^{29,36}\) using a simple but effective model reported recently by Ansaloni \textit{et al.},\(^{39}\) as

\[
P(a) = D(a) = A_i \exp \left( \frac{-B_i}{\text{FFV}(a)} \right) \quad (7)
\]

This approach estimates that the permeability reduction observed in the PTMSP-based membranes in the presence of water is only due to the reduction of the free volume because of the partial occupation by the absorbed water molecules and the zeolite particles embedded in the polymer matrix. No swelling is induced by the water vapour, due to the high rigidity of the membrane matrix and the low quantity of absorbed water by the polymer.\(^{21}\) When water is present, the FFV is estimated by considering both the occupied volume of the polymer chains, the zeolite particles and the water molecules adsorbed in the membrane matrix.\(^{57,58}\) The volume of a water molecule is assumed to be constant and proportional to its van der Waals volume over the whole water activity range. The expression that links the FFV with the water activity in this approach is given by eqn (8),

\[
\text{FFV}(a) = 1 - 1.3 \frac{V_{\text{eqw}}}{V} - 1.3 \frac{V_{\text{dw,H}2\text{O}}}{V} \Omega(a) \quad (8)
\]

where \( V \) and \( V_{\text{H}2\text{O}} \) are the occupied volumes of the membrane and water, \( V_{\text{eqw}} \) and \( V_{\text{dw,H}2\text{O}} \) are the membrane and water van der Waals volume, respectively, estimated by Bondi’s method.\(^{59}\) \( \Omega(a) \) is the amount of water vapour in the membrane, expressed as g H\(_2\)O/g membrane. In this work, this value for the pristine PTMSP membrane has been taken from water solubility isotherms reported in literature,\(^{23}\) while that of the zeolite A/PTMSP MMM has been calculated by the additive rule from water sorption in PTMSP and zeolite A,\(^{40}\) respectively. All the parameters used to calculate the FFV in eqn (8) are given in Table 3.

When calculating the effect of water on the gas solubility, \( S(a) \), the multicomponent sorption has to be considered. Thus, a gas–water interaction parameter \( k_{ij} \) (Table 4), was added to the NELF characteristic parameters in Table 1 and the gas-polymer interaction and swelling parameters in PTMSP and MMM, \( k_{ij} \) and \( k_{sw} \), calculated above, in order to model the solubility of CO\(_2\), CH\(_4\) and N\(_2\) in zeolite A/PTMSP MMM and pristine PTMSP membranes, in the presence of relative humidity.

The calculated humid gas solubilities \( S(a) \) are plotted in Fig. 5 as a function of the water activity. It is worth remarking that the solubility of CO\(_2\) increases with increasing water content while the solubility of the other gases decreases, because of their general lower solubility.\(^{26}\) These observations explain some of the experimental observations discussed above, by the affinity of CO\(_2\)-water, and the \( k_{ij} \) in Table 4.

The effect of water activity in diffusivity has been estimated using the experimental data of humid gas permeability and the humid gas solubility of the membranes obtained by NELF model shown in Fig. 5, by means of the solution diffusion

Table 4 Gas–water interaction parameters used in this work, from VLE and solubility data from\(^{20,65}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>( k_{ij} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO(_2)-H(_2)O</td>
<td>-0.117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH(_4)-H(_2)O</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N(_2)-H(_2)O</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
model. The humid gas diffusivities calculated this way are represented in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the expected strong influence of the decrease in gas diffusivity in the permeability with increasing water activity through the pristine PTMSP membranes is somehow softened by the effect of the zeolite particles in the MMM, because of the combining effects of competitive gas sorption and water clustering and membrane matrix rigidification mentioned above.

2.1.3. Comparison of permeability modelling approaches. Once the humid gas diffusivity $D(a)$ and the humid gas solubility $S(a)$ are calculated, the humid gas permeability values obtained by eqn (6) are represented by the dotted lines in Fig. 7. The humid gas permeability obtained by the simplified model...
considering only diffusivity (eqn (7)) is plotted as the dashed lines also in Fig. 7, to estimate the contribution of diffusivity and solubility in the prediction of gas permeation through MMM and PTMSP membranes in the presence of relative humidity. There is a good agreement between the experimental results and the predictions of both modelling approaches, and the consideration of water effect on both gas solubility and diffusivity increased the accuracy on the prediction of humid gas permeability. The deviations observed for the pure PTMSP membrane at low water activity were observed by Olivieri et al. in the whole range of water activity. We attribute this to the combining effects of competitive sorption and plasticization between gas molecules and the membrane matrix, which may be intensified at increasing relative humidity values.

The adjustable parameters $A$ and $B$ obtained from both approaches are given in Table 5, as a function of membrane material and gas penetrant. The deviations from the experimental data for both model approaches are also included in Table 5. The parameter $A$ calculated considering only the effect on humid gas diffusivity on humid gas permeability, by eqn (7), is higher for the PTMSP membrane than the zeolite A/PTMSP MMM, being the highest that of CO$_2$ and the lowest that of N$_2$. This observation is consistent with the order or magnitude of permeability reported by other authors for other polyimide membranes, like Matrimid, PSf or 6FDA-6FpDA. When the model equation takes both solubility and diffusivity on the description of humid gas permeability, as in eqn (6), the $A$ parameter of CH$_4$ is lower for the PTMSP membrane than the MMM, while that of N$_2$ is higher for PTMSP than MMM and that of CO$_2$ does not vary. This is also consistent with the experimental behaviour of the humid permeability in the MMM observed in this work. The parameter $B$ predicted by the complete solubility and diffusivity based model is the same in the pristine PTMSP membrane and MMM, for all gases, in agreement with reported data for co-polyetherimides.

It is important to remark that both model approaches employed in this work are able to predict the experimental performance of the PTMSP membrane under humid conditions in a very accurate manner, using only two adjustable parameters depending on the permeating gas and membrane composition. However, the model accounting for solubility and diffusivity estimates better the experimental performance of the MMM. This is attributed to the reduction of free volume by the space occupied by the zeolite particles and the rigidity imparted to the

Table 5 $A$ and $B$ adjustable parameters, considering the effects of solubility and diffusivity, eqn (6), and diffusivity only, eqn (7), in the calculation of humid gas permeability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modelling approach</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>N$_2$</th>
<th>CH$_4$</th>
<th>CO$_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diffusivity model</td>
<td>$A$ (10$^5$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>2.70 (PTMSP)</td>
<td>3.35 (PTMSP)</td>
<td>9.05 (PTMSP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.10 (MMM)</td>
<td>3.21 (MMM)</td>
<td>7.70 (MMM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$B$ (-)</td>
<td>0.180 (PTMSP)</td>
<td>0.047 (PTMSP)</td>
<td>0.042 (PTMSP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.319 (MMM)</td>
<td>0.165 (MMM)</td>
<td>0.015 (MMM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Error (%)</td>
<td>7.58 (PTMSP)</td>
<td>7.54 (PTMSP)</td>
<td>12.70 (PTMSP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.68 (MMM)</td>
<td>2.14 (MMM)</td>
<td>7.38 (MMM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffusivity + solubility model</td>
<td>$A$ (10$^5$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>2.24 (PTMSP)</td>
<td>1.19 (PTMSP)</td>
<td>1.36 (PTMSP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.79 (MMM)</td>
<td>3.05 (MMM)</td>
<td>1.18 (MMM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$B$ (-)</td>
<td>0.040 (PTMSP)</td>
<td>0.046 (PTMSP)</td>
<td>0.040 (PTMSP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.049 (MMM)</td>
<td>0.043 (MMM)</td>
<td>0.047 (MMM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Error (%)</td>
<td>6.06 (PTMSP)</td>
<td>6.45 (PTMSP)</td>
<td>11.96 (PTMSP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.03 (MMM)</td>
<td>1.49 (MMM)</td>
<td>7.69 (MMM)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
polymer matrix thereby, which has a larger effect than plasticization or competitive sorption, which is accentuated by the presence of the water molecules. As hinted above, this issue requires some research effort in the materials knowledge regarding water sorption and diffusivity, however, it should be remarked that the CO₂ solubility of the hydrated zeolite is almost the same as the dried zeolite, in opposition to the solubility of N₂ or CH₄ (Fig. S2 in the ESI†).

3. Experimental

3.1. Materials

Membranes were prepared by the solution casting method as reported elsewhere. Pure PTMSP membranes were prepared from a 1.5 wt% toluene solution of PTMSP (ABC Ruh GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany) and cast on a glass Petri dish. The membranes were then covered by a Petri dish at ambient conditions, to ensure the slow evaporation of the solvent. Before the permeation tests, membranes were immersed in liquid methanol for 5 min, because this was the method that ensured all the PTMSP-based membranes were in similar initial conditions, to ensure the slow evaporation of the solvent. The membranes were then equilibrated to the same level of water activity.

3.2. Humid gas permeation experiments

The effect of the water vapour content on the transport performance of zeolite A/PTMSP MMM and pristine PTMSP membranes has been studied at 35 °C in the relative humidity (R.H.) range from 0 to 75%. Humid gas permeability tests were carried out in a modified constant volume variable pressure permeometer. The system is equipped with a manometric apparatus that determines the amount of gas diffusing across the membrane by the variation of the gas pressure in a calibrated downstream volume, described in previous works and schematized in Fig. S4 in the ESI†. There is a humidifying section on the upstream side of the membrane, a water vapour reservoir and a purge flow. After placing the membrane into the sample holder, a vacuum test was performed to ensure the absence of leakage. At the beginning of the experiment, the membrane was equilibrated to the same level of water activity (i.e. the ratio between partial pressure and vapour pressure of water) on both sides. When equilibrium was reached, the downstream volume of the apparatus was closed, and the upstream side of the membrane was fed by a gas stream at the same R. H. of the equilibrated membrane. As a consequence, the water activity at both sides of the membrane remained constant along the measurement, so that only the gas species was diffusing across the membrane at each level of R. H.

3.3. Sorption experiments

The sorption of N₂, CH₄ and CO₂ pure gases in the membranes and zeolite powders were measured using a pressure decay equipment reported elsewhere (drawn in Fig. S5 in the ESI†) with an average precision of the data higher than 93%. Before every pure gas sorption experiment, the whole equipment was kept under vacuum overnight. The membrane sample chamber D₂ was then isolated from the rest of the equipment by closing valve V₁. The volume separated from the surroundings with closed valves V₁, V₂ and V₃ was then pressurized with the penetrant gas. Once the pressure was stable, the experiment was started by opening V₁ and waiting several minutes to reach the equilibrium. Then, V₁ was closed to set the post-equilibrium pressure. Sequential filling stages were carried out by increasing the pressure stepwise in order to obtain a complete sorption isotherm. The volumes of the membrane sample and pre-chambers, were calibrated by helium expansion experiments using a metal cylinder of known volume as a volume standard. The sorption isotherms were obtained in the order: N₂, CH₄ and CO₂ at 35 °C. The sorption isotherms for CH₄ and CO₂ were taken up to 30 bar, while those of N₂ only to 10–12 bar, because of the pressure of the N₂ bottle. The zeolite samples were measured both as received and dried at 105 °C for 24 h in a vacuum oven.

4. Conclusions

In this work, the effect of humidity on the gas permeability of N₂, CH₄ and CO₂ has been studied in the range of relative humidity from 0% to 75% at 35 °C in the new zeolite A/PTMSP MMM whose performance in dry conditions improves that of the pure PTMSP membranes. At a 50% R. H., while the gas permeability of all the studied gases decreases for pristine PTMSP membranes, the CO₂ permeability through the zeolite A/PTMSP MMM increases up to 10% from the dry value, and N₂ and CH₄ permeabilities decrease with water activity.

This behaviour can be related with the reduction of free volume and increased rigidity in the MMM compared to PTMSP.
membranes. Furthermore, it has been proven that the adsorption of CO₂ in pure zeolite A is not impaired by the presence of water, while that of CH₄ and of N₂ is. Therefore, the presence of zeolite A in PTMSP, under humid conditions, may be generally favourable to the permeation of CO₂, while not helping that of N₂ or CH₄. Thus, the selectivity of zeolite A/PTMSP MMM is enhanced with increasing relative humidity in the feed in all the water activity range studied.

The sorption of gases in PTMSP and MMM has been measured experimentally and adjusted accurately by the NELF model, for all gases considered, using an approach for composite structures.

The permeability of gases in humid conditions in both pure PTMSP membranes and MMM is also modelled with a tool based on the free volume theory for diffusion, and NELF for sorption, with only two adjustable parameters. While the diffusivity only -based model equation predicts accurately the humid gas permeability through pristine PTMSP glassy polyimide membranes, the consideration of both solubility and diffusivity is necessary to approach the experimental results obtained in the laboratory for the novel zeolite A/PTMSP MMM under humid conditions in a very accurate way. This gives scope to the relevance of considering the multicomponent competitive sorption and the free volume reduction by occupation of the hydrophobic polymer matrix by water molecules and the hydrophilic character of zeolite fillers in the model prediction of new membranes with potential application in the treatment of humid gas streams.
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